In this paper, the model of the online real-time information transmission network, such as wechat, micro-blog, and QQ network, is proposed and built, based on the connection properties between users of the online real-time information transmission network, and combined with the local world evolving characteristics in complex network, then the statistical topological properties of the network is obtained by numerical simulation. Furthermore, we simulated the process of information transmission on the network, according to the actual characteristics of the online realtime information transmission. Statistics show that the degree distribution presents the characteristics of scale free network, presenting power law distribution, while the average path length, the average clustering coefficient and the average size of the network also has a power-law relationship, moreover, the model parameters has no effect on power-law exponent. The spread of information on the network represents obvious fluctuation scaling, reflecting the characteristics that information transmission fluctuates over time.
Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet application technology, a variety of social networking services (SNS) site is also expanding rapidly, such as Tencent, xiaonei net, happy net and so on. SNS has attracted tens of millions of Internet users through online chat, wechat, micro-blog and the sharing of the community platform.
People form a so-called "acquaintance acquaintance" of large-scale online social networks, based on their personal social circles intertwined together, transfer and sharing of information through wechat, micro-blog, QQ chat and other channels. In recent years, with the development and wide application of Instant Messaging (IM) system, many scholars have done the research on the topology evolution mechanism of IM network. In 2000, Barabasi and Albert (BA) extended the BA network, and built a GBA (General BA) model, topological evolution driven by local events [1] , the study found that the degree distribution of the network still obey the powerlaw distribution; In 2002, the American scholar Reginald Smith used database to carry on the empirical analysis of BA networks, and statistics showed that the degree distribution of network follows a power-law distribution; In 2005, Chinese scholars Yao Yuanyuan extended the BA network and applied it to IM networks，then proposed VGBA model. The model is validated by the data [2] , and the study shows that the degree distribution of the network also obeys power-law distribution. Many studies have shown that IM network has characteristics of scale-free networks [3] [4] . In addition, Barabasi found the relationship between the average and standard deviation of network nodes' flow [5] , and physicists call this relationship as fluctuation scaling (FS) [6] . Many studies have found that the dissemination process on complex networks exist fluctuations scaling characteristics [7] - [10] .
Online real-time information transmission network (ORITN), as a carrier of information dissemination, has its own structural characteristics. Take Tencent QQ network for instance, each QQ users usually add new QQ users into their circle of friends, according to their own interests and hobbies or real social relations, in their own limited social circles, so as to establish the connection relationship between users.
Meanwhile, the transmission of real-time information in the QQ network also has its own characteristics. For instance, whether a QQ user to forward a message or not is depended on the user's interests or the role of trust between the different friends, so it is subjective, resulting in the transmission of real-time information and shows strong randomness. Moreover, the way of information's transmission in QQ network differs with the general online network [11] - [16] . The main difference is that the former is subjective initiative and non-contacted, while the latter is mechanical.
In this paper, take QQ network for instance, we proposed and built the model of the online real-time information transmission network, namely ORITN, based on the connection properties between users of network, and combined with the evolving characteristics in social network [17] - [20] and local world network [21] , then the statistical topological properties of the network is obtained by numerical simulation. Furthermore, we simulated the process of information transmission on the network, and put the average entropy of the real-time information, which is received by the network nodes, as a time series. Through statistical analysis, we got the fluctuation scaling of the real-time information transmission on the network.
Network Modeling of ORITN

Connection Properties between Network Users
Take QQ network for instance, each QQ user represents a unique node, the friends relationship between users represents the undirected edges, an undirected graph,
is constructed for analysis. Wherein V is the set of nodes, namely QQ users, E is the set of edges, representing the friends' relationship between users. If user i and user j mutually add each other to become a contact, then there is an edge between nodes i and node j, which is denoted by ij e . On the contrary, there is no edge connected between them. The adjacency matrix of
Wherein 1 ij a = if there is an edge between nodes i and node j, on the contrary, 0 ij a = . The connection between nodes in ORITN network, to a great extent, is a reflection of real interpersonal relationship. In reality, each person's range of social activities is limited, showing the characteristics of local-world. Take QQ network for instance, QQ user i's local network is equivalent to its social circle, just as "birds of a feather flock together". On one hand, among its limited social circle, user i tend to add the active user j, thus the QQ network has the characteristics of local-world network [5] . Within the scope of the local-world, the more active the user is, the more easily connects with the new node. Wherein, QQ user j's activity level is determined by k j , namely node j's degree. On the other hand, in the QQ network, when a new user joins the network and establish a connection with the old user, in addition to considering the activity level of each old node within the scope of the local-world, but also consider its cohesion in the whole network. The greater the cohesion of the old node is, the greater the probability of a new node is connected to it. In the ORITN network model, we introduce node-weighted to each node j, and use it to reflect the size of node's cohesion, wherein, the node-weighted is clustering coefficient in the whole network. Based on the analysis above, when node i add new contacts, we make the following assumptions about ORITN network model:
First, randomly select a certain number of nodes from the whole ORITN network to form a local network, wherein the number of the nodes is denoted by M, and the local network is denoted by Ω , while Ω corresponds to user i's social circle. Secondly, among node i's local network Ω , node i connects to node j in accordance with the principles of the value of priority of ( )
in which k j means node j's degree in the local network Ω , j ω means node j's cohesion in the whole ORITN network, namely node j's node-weighted.
Topological Evolution of the ORITN Network Model
Based on the model assumptions above, the algorithm of ORITN model's topology evolution is as follows:
1) Growth mechanism: Initially, the initial network has 0 n nodes and 0 m edges, add a new node and its incidental m edges each time.
2) Local priority connection mechanism: Randomly select M nodes from the whole network to form a local network, which is denoted by Ω . The newly added node connects to m nodes in the local network Ω , based on the preferential attachment probability formula. Here
in which k j means node j's degree in the local network Ω , j ω means node j's cohesion in the whole ORITN network.
After a t step evolution, an ORITN network is produced, in which the total number of nodes is 0 N n t = + , and the total number of edges is 0 E m mt = + .
Statistical Features of ORITN's Topology Structure
In this section, we use Matlab software to simulate the above-mentioned ORITN evolution model and analyze the statistical properties of the network topology. First, apply the above evolutionary algorithm to generate an ORITN network model and set various parameters for numerical simulation. Then investigate its variation law of the degree distribution, the average clustering coefficient C and the average path length L of QQ network.
In this paper, simulation parameters are set as follows: initial nodes number 0 10 n = , initial edges number 0 10 m = , number of network evolution t = 5000. We get the figure of degree distribution of QQ network through computer simulation, and the result is shown in Figure 1 .
As is shown in Figure 1(a) , most of the dispersed points coincide though parameter M takes different values, representing that the impact of M's value on the degree distribution is small. Namely, the degree distribution of QQ network is not affected by the size of the local network. As is shown in Figure 1(b) , when parameter m takes different values, scattered points showing a clear classification, and there is a obvious similarity relation between each category, representing that the degree distribution of the network showing power-law distribution. It also shows that m, the incidental edge of the newly added node, only affects the proportion coefficient of distribution, without affecting the power exponent. The illustration in Figure 1(a) is the result of the linear fitting.
It can be obtained from follows a power-law distribution, ( )
, indicating that the network has a power-law distribution characteristics.
Given 0 10 n = , 0 10 m = , 5000 t = , we study the average clustering coefficient of QQ network with the change of network size through computer simulation, and the result is shown in Figure 2 .
As is shown in Figure 2(a) , most of the dispersed points coincide though parameter M takes different values, representing that the impact of M's value on the average clustering coefficient is small. Namely, the average clustering coefficient of QQ network is not affected by the size of the local network. As is shown in Figure 2 , we study the average path length of QQ network with the change of network size through computer simulation, and the result is shown in Figure 3 .
As is shown in Figure 3(a) , all of the dispersed points completely superposed on the same straight line though parameter M take different values, representing that the average path length of QQ network is not affected by the size of the local network. As is shown in Figure 3(b) , when parameter m takes different values, scattered points showing a clear classification, and there is a obvious parallel relation between each category, representing the presence of power-law relationship between the average path length L and the network size N. It also shows that m, the incidental edge of the newly added node, only affects the proportion coefficient of distribution, rather than the power exponent. The illustration in Figure 3(a) is the result of the linear fitting. It can be obtained from 
Characteristics of Real-Time Information Transmission on ORITN
In this section, the statistical properties of the real-time information's transmission on ORITN are further analyzed. Firstly, we propose the rule of information transmission according to its transmission characteristics, and simulate the process of real-time information's transmission on ORITN. Then statistics out the average times about the real-time information that nodes received through the transmission process, and take the average times as a time series. Afterwards, statistics out the standard deviation and average value of the time series, and find 
Rule of Information Transmission
In reality, whether a user of ORITN transmits a real-time information is subjective, so it has a certain of randomness to transmit the real-time information on ORITN. Meanwhile, the information transmission is discontinuous, since the creation of real-time information is periodical and sudden. So in the process of information transmission, there may be a suspension, and then spreading it again. Based on the analysis above, we put forward the transmission rules as follow:
Step 1: Select a node i randomly from the network as a starting point for transmitting information, and create a new real-time information ψ . Node i transmit the information ψ to all its neighbor nodes, the total number of which is marked as K i . Then each neighbor node j, who receive the information ψ , also transmit it to all its neighbor nodes instead of node i, at the probability of P. So the probability that node j doesn't transmit is 1 P − , while the transmission probability is P. Proceed in accordance with such rules until the specific times of [L] . Wherein, L means the average path length of the network, while the top integral function [L] , is the function that its value is the smallest integer greater than the independent variable or equal to it. For example, [ ]
4
= . After the suspension, each node in the network, marked as k, received the information ψ many times. The number of times is marked as a random variable ( ) 1 k t ξ = , and the entire process is an one time step.
Step 2: Start the transmission at a new time step. Among all the nodes that has received the information ψ , select a node 0 i randomly as a starting point for information transmitting, then transmit the information according to the rule of step 1, until a entire time step is finished. After the Tth time step, where in 2,3, T =  , each node k received the information ψ many times. The total number of times is marked as the random vari-
Time Series Analysis and Fluctuation Scaling
It's obvious that the random variable ( )
is a time series, then we set ( ) ( ) 
Application of Matlab software, we conducted simulation experiments of real-time information transmission on the ORITN network of N = 5010. The total time step for each experiment is T = 1000. The average results of 50 times repeated simulation are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 .
As is shown in Figure 4 , when the probability P takes different values, almost all of the scatted points are in the same line, indicating the presence of power-law relationship between the standard deviation 
Conclusion
In this paper, take QQ network for instance, by analyzing the relationship between network users and information transmission characteristics, we proposed and built the model of the online real-time information transmission network, namely ORITN. Through the simulation to model algorithm, we found some important properties of ORITN from the statistical data. For instance, the degree distribution of the network follows power-law distribution, and ( ) The power exponent has nothing to do with the parameters of the network. Meanwhile, by simulating real-time information transmission process, the statistical analysis of time series of ( ) f t shows that the spread of information on the network represents obvious fluctuation scaling, reflecting the characteristics that information transmission fluctuates over time.
